In this paper we address the problem of nding the best time-varying lter bank treestructured representation for a signal. The tree is allowed to vary at regular intervals, and the spacing of these changes can be arbitrarily short.
Introduction
Orthogonal signal expansions play a key role in practical signal compression schemes from image or video coding standards using the discrete cosine transform (DCT) to the current state-of-theart wavelet-based systems. The basic idea is to design a linear transformation to make the task of compressing a signal in the transform domain with (usually scalar) quantization easier than direct coding in the spatial domain. Orthogonal transformations are usually more desirable from a computational standpoint than non-orthogonal ones, due to their energy conservation property, which means that the l 2 spatial-domain error is equal to the l 2 transform-domain quantization error. For a given signal x, and a xed cost function J( ), we seek a unitary transformation T, such that J(Tx) is as small as possible. In order to describe a framework of universal representation, we include the overhead cost L(T) of sending a description of the transformation T, and try to search for the best transformation that minimizes J(Tx)+L(T). An In practice, suboptimal but signal independent approximations like DCT are used for computational e ciency 3], with satisfactory results for many practical applications 4, 5] . The application of DCT is based on its proximity for Markov-1 source with large correlation to the KarhunenLo eve transform (KLT), which is the optimal block transform in terms of decorrelation and energy compaction under certain constraints 6].
Recently, wavelets and lter bank expansions, together with their generalizations like (timevarying) wavelet packets (WP), have appeared as alternatives to the classic Fourier and DCT expansions 7, 8, 9, 10] . Instead of looking for the best unconstrained linear expansions, we limit ourselves to lter bank trees, and seek the best (time-varying) tree-structured orthogonal basis for signal expansion. See Fig. 1 . Although the bases we search are restricted to be tree-structured, the set of all possible trees based on some lter set still provides a very large library of orthogonal bases. As we will show in Section 4.1, for a signal of length 64, the library size can be as large as 10 17 bases. Furthermore, in addition to its size, the library of bases that we search is a sensible one, and is motivated by time-frequency (TF) considerations. In all our algorithms, the library contains the wavelet and the uniform subband tree expansions, which are the most popular TF bases studied in the literature. An additional advantage of searching over a library of tree-structured bases is that the overhead cost L(T) can be easily quanti ed as the description length of the best lter bank tree-structure. We will come back to this issue of side information in Section 3.1.
In comparing expansions we must x a cost function J( ) to use, which can be application dependent. Several cost measures have been suggested, such as the number of signi cant coe cients with respect to a threshold or entropy-based cost function 11, 12] . As the main interest of this paper is signal compression, we will use the rate-distortion (R-D) cost function Distortion + Rate, where is the Lagrangian multiplier that equalizes rate and distortion 13] . This Lagrangian cost function that we use is a generalization of the distortion only and entropy only cost measures used in 11], since it includes both the distortion measure ( = 0) and the rate measure ( = ?1) as special cases.
In Fig. 2 , we plot the tiling representations of several tree-based expansions. This approach of viewing tree-structured bases as tilings of the time-frequency plane is explained in 14]. Wavelet packet trees 11], or arbitrary subband decomposition trees represent generalizations of the wavelet tree. A single tree algorithm was used in 13] to nd the best WP tree structure for compression by recursively pruning a full subband tree based on comparisons between the Lagrangian costs of a parent node and its children nodes in a bottom-up fashion. While WP expansions can choose among many frequency segmentations, they do not vary over time, and they cannot adapt to non-stationary signals. Introduction of time-variation, in which we segment the signal also in time, and allow the bases to evolve with the signal, is a natural extension of the WP expansions. When the best time-varying lter bank tree structure is searched with respect to operational rate-distortion criteria, we e ectively have a time-varying transform coding scheme, where both quantization (D) and entropy coding (R) are involved in the Lagrangian cost function. For nding the optimal tree-structured signal expansions in such a time-varying system, computationally e cient fast algorithms are very important. Fortunately, the advantages of using lter bank trees are that they are e ciently implementable 1], and fast algorithms can be found to search signal-adaptively for the best transform from a rich and useful library of bases. When the lter bank tree changes over time, special treatments are necessary at the boundaries between signal segments. There are a number of ways of solving this problem e ciently 14, 15, 16, 17] ; we will use the boundary lter approach of 14, 18] .
A rst approach to achieving this time-variation, where we obtain the best single tree bases over binary time segments of the signal was explored in the double tree algorithm of 14]. An improvement and extension of the same idea was presented as the time-frequency tree algorithm in 19]. We will brie y review both in Section 2.1. A simpli ed version of the TF tree algorithm for the special case of block transforms is considered in 20]. A very similar approach to that of 20] was used in 21] to search for the best wavelet packet basis and in 22] for the best Walsh basis.
The di erences among the single tree algorithm, the double tree algorithm and the TF tree algorithm are easily seen from the tilings generated by each algorithm. In Fig. 3 (a) , we show an example tiling achievable by the single tree algorithm. Each frequency split (horizontal line) lasts for the whole duration of the signal, since the tree structure does not vary over time. Fig. 3 (b) gives an example of a double tree tiling not achievable by the single tree algorithm. The vertical line in the middle corresponds to time domain segmentation. Note how di erent single tree tilings can be used for each of the two halves of the signal. In Fig. 3 (c) , we show an example of a TF tree tiling that cannot be generated by either the single tree, or the double tree algorithm. Unlike the single tree, frequency splits in the TF tree change over time, and unlike the double tree, spatial segmentation can be applied to frequency bands of the TF tree.
The drawbacks of the double tree algorithm and the TF tree algorithm are at least twofold: rst, the binary (or M-ary in general) time segmentation constraint is very restrictive. A second drawback, which is a direct consequence of the rst, is that the time segmentations obtained from the double tree and TF tree algorithms are very sensitive to time shifts of the original signal. For example if the input signal were shifted by k samples the resulting chosen basis would change a great deal. In this paper, we provide a way of mitigating this shift-variance problem by describing a new exible spatial segmentation tree algorithm 23] that is periodically shift invariant with xed period L. That is, if the input is shifted by k samples, the basis is substantially unchanged provided that k = 0 (modL). In the new algorithm, the constraint of binary time segmentations is removed and instead the tree is constrained to change at any integer multiples of L. We apply a fast Dynamic Programming (DP) procedure to search for the best \ exible" spatial segmentation tree. This makes the system considerably less sensitive to time shifts. Although shift-invariance can be achieved by introducing non-orthogonal expansions with overcomplete bases, with \greedy" suboptimal algorithms like matching pursuits being used to search for the best bases 24], in this paper, we use only orthogonal signal expansions and optimal algorithms. Another approach, based on the Viterbi algorithm, which appears closely related to ours, was developed independently in 25], although neither is the rate-distortion cost considered there, nor the treatment at segmentation boundaries discussed (recall that we use boundary lters of 14]).
The new exible spatial segmentation tree represents a generalization of the existing trees. The library of bases searched in the new algorithm contains the wavelet transform tree, as well as all the single tree, double tree and TF tree bases. More importantly, by allowing exible segmentation in the new algorithm, we have overcome what we perceive to be real shortcomings of these existing bases: the stationary nature of the wavelet and single tree bases, and the constrained nature of the time variation in the double tree and the TF tree. The main contribution of this paper lies therefore in its formulation of a library of time-varying bases that is much more exible than the existing ones, and which maintains the common feature of having a fast search algorithm. Our framework could thus be considered under the class of universal linear expansions of signals using fast lter bank tree topologies.
One of the attributes of this distinctive exible spatial segmentation tree algorithm, is that extension to multiple dimensions requires speci cation of a scan order for the multidimensional sequence. The results will thus be di erent depending on which scan order is chosen. This complicates the use of this algorithm for image coding while the algorithms previously mentioned extend without di culty 13, 19, 26] . Nevertheless, our proposed new algorithm nds applications (with appropriate cost functions) in 1-D signal identi cation and compression due to its capability to provide exible segmentations. It is particularly relevant to audio compression where the nonstationarities of audio signals can be explored more e ciently. Experimental results con rm that better tree-structured bases can indeed be found by our new algorithm for signal identi cation and compression of both synthetic and real speech signals.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we will brie y review the single tree algorithm, the double tree algorithm, and the TF tree algorithm. The new Dynamic Programmingbased exible spatial segmentation tree algorithm appears in Section 3. In Section 4, we compare the di erent algorithms both in terms of number of bases searched and computational complexity. Simulation results on di erent classes of sources for di erent algorithms are presented in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, we draw our conclusions.
Previous Work

Single tree algorithm
We now provide a summary of the single tree algorithm, which forms the core of all the algorithms we introduce later, while referring the reader to 13] for details. The algorithm searches for the best WP basis (i.e. the best \stationary" frequency decomposition corresponding to the unsegmented original signal) in a lossy compression framework. An arbitrary discrete set of admissible quantization choices is assumed to quantize the WP coe cients in each tree node, with both rate (R) and distortion (D) being assumed to be additive cost metrics over the WP tree: i.e. R(node) = P R(leafnodes); and D(node) = P D(leafnodes). The constrained problem of seeking the best WP basis which minimizes the average distortion D for a target average bit rate R (or vice versa) can be converted to an equivalent unconstrained problem by merging rate and distortion through the Lagrange multiplier 27]. Thus the unconstrained problem becomes the minimization of the Lagrangian cost function de ned as: J( ) = D + R.
The single tree algorithm is implemented through the following three stages. In stage 1, a full WP tree is grown (see Fig. 4 (a)), with both rate and distortion gathered for each node of the tree.
In stage 2, each node of the full WP tree is rst populated with the optimal Lagrangian cost associated with the best quantizer which minimizes the rate-distortion tradeo , i.e. J(node) = min quantizer D(node) + R(node)]:
Then this full WP tree is pruned recursively at each node by comparing its cost to the summation of the costs of its children nodes, following a policy of (see Fig. 4 The pruning procedure starts from the leaf nodes and proceeds towards the root. At the end of this procedure, an optimal pruned subtree is obtained for a xed , as shown in Fig. 4 (a) .
The desired optimal Lagrange multiplier is not known a priori and depends on the desired target bitrate or quality constraint. It is obtained in stage 3 via a fast convex recursion in using the bisection algorithm.
The name for this algorithm is derived from the fact that a single (frequency) tree is optimally pruned. For a signal of length N (assumed to be a power of 2), and a maximum tree depth d, the computational complexity of this algorithm is O(Nd).
Double tree algorithm
While the single tree algorithm nds the best WP (stationary) frequency decomposition for the entire unsegmented signal, the double tree algorithm 14] addresses (binary) tree-structured time segmentations along with the best WP decompositions for each segment. It thus represents a hierarchical extension of the single tree to accommodate binary time splits, motivated by the need to more e ciently address time-varying signal characteristics. The basic idea is simple, and is easily explained through the example in Fig. 5 , where a full double tree of depth 2 is shown. Note that the labels A, B, C, and D correspond to the rst, second, third and fourth quarters of the signal, respectively. The single tree algorithm is run for each binary segment of the original signal: i.e. in the example, corresponding to the full-length signal ABCD, the two half-length signals AB and CD, and the four quarter-length signals A, B, C, and D. The minimum (Lagrangian) costs associated with the frequency trees for these signal segments are used to populate the hierarchically higher-level spatial tree, which is then pruned in an identical manner as each of the frequency trees, i.e. using a single tree like algorithm. The name here is derived from the two kinds of trees that are pruned, frequency trees (corresponding to the solid-line trees of 
Time-frequency tree algorithm
In the double tree algorithm, although we perform arbitrary binary frequency splits over various time segments, there is some asymmetry about the splits generated, in that there are many frequency splitting trees grown over time segments, but the converse is not true. This is recti ed by the TF tree shown in Fig. 6 , in which both spatial and frequency subsignals are treated as candidates for further segmentation, and a so-called balanced double tree is thus obtained 19].
Obviously, a double tree in Fig. 5 is a special case of the TF tree in Fig. 6 . Furthermore, the TF tree has an inherent quadtree structure, with each parent node having two pairs of children nodes, one pair corresponding to the two resulting spatial segments (dotted lines in the tree), and another pair corresponding to the two bands in frequency decomposition (solid lines in the tree). The pruning of the TF tree amounts to comparing the Lagrangian costs of the spatial pair versus that of the frequency pair at each node of the tree, from the leaf nodes to the root node, and making a spatial/frequency segmentation choice based on the winner. While the loser from this comparison is eliminated, the winner moves on to the next round of comparison. At the end of the TF tree pruning, an optimal binary full depth tree is obtained, with each path indicating the decomposition choice (time or frequency) of the next level. This TF pruning procedure is di erent from the splitmerge decision in the single tree pruning, where the optimal tree is a pruned binary subtree of the full subband tree. The name of this TF tree algorithm comes from the balanced treatment of frequency decomposition of time-segmented signals and time segmentation of frequency-decomposed signals. It can be shown that the computational complexity of the TF tree algorithm is O(N2 d ) for a size N (assumed again to be a power of 2) signal, and a maximum tree depth d 19] . Although the complexity of the TF tree grows exponentially with tree depth, faster approximations like the block transform tree algorithm in 20], whose complexity grows linearly with tree depth, are possible when boundary e ects can be neglected.
Flexible time segmentations
As mentioned in Section 1, a signi cant limitation of the double tree algorithm and the TF tree algorithm is their binary restriction. As an example to highlight this point, suppose that we are given a signal with the statistical characteristics of its rst quarter A signi cantly di erent from the remaining three quarters B, C, and D, then this signal should be segmented into two subsignals, with the rst one consisting of just the rst quarter A, and the second one the rest three quarters BCD. However, when a binary tree-structured spatial segmentation is attempted on this signal, as in the double tree algorithm, in order to have the rst quarter of the signal as a segmented subsignal, the original signal has to be segmented into two halves (AB and CD) at the rst level of the tree, which is ine cient for the given statistics of the signal.
We now describe a exible time segmentation tree algorithm aimed at relaxing this binary time segmentation constraint, at the cost of added complexity. This is achieved by permitting time segmentations of \resolution" L, which can begin at time instants comprising arbitrary integer multiples of L (see Fig. 7 ). Our new segmentation algorithm assumes that the cost metric Distortion + Rate is additive over disjoint spatial segments, which holds if orthogonal lter banks with appropriate orthogonal boundary lters 14] and entropy coding scheme are implemented.
For a one-dimensional signal of length N, which, we assume, is a multiple of L, say, N = ML, with a maximum of M time segments (numbered from 0 to M ? 1), the basic idea is to apply the procedure of Dynamic Programming (DP), a widely used technique in solving engineering problems 28]. Dynamic Programming involves making decisions in stages, where at each stage, the best decision so far is made to minimize the cost function, and the outcome of each decision is observable before the next decision is made.
In our new algorithm, we apply DP to nd the optimal segmentation for signal 0; kL ? 1] recursively for k 2 f1; 2; :::; Mg, based on those for all its admissible subsignals. Computational saving is achieved by using the known optimal segmentations for all previous subsignals in a recursive manner, thus avoiding an exhaustive search. This idea of DP in our new algorithm can be easily explained as in Fig. 8 . We start by focusing on the rst two segments 0; 2L ? 1] of the signal. There are only two possible segmentations, and nding the winning one with smaller cost is trivial. See Fig. 8 (a) . Then, we look at the rst three segments 0; 3L ? 1] of the signal.
There are four possible ways of segmenting in this case. But, by utilizing the information about the winner in Fig. 8 (a) , only three (instead of four) comparisons are needed to nd the best segments as shown in Fig. 8 (b) . In general, by using the best segmentations of all its admissible subsignals, we can reduce an exponential search to a linear one for each subsignal. So, while an exhaustive search for the best segmentation for the whole signal would require a searching complexity of O(2 M ), the new DP-based exible segmentation tree algorithm has a searching complexity of only O(1 + 2 + + M) = O(M 2 ). The reason for this saving in searching complexity is the additivity assumption of the cost function, which guarantees that some searching operations for a longer signal are redundant once they are performed for its shorter admissible subsignals, and thus suboptimal choices can be eliminated e ciently as soon as possible.
For a formal description of our fast DP-based exible segmentation tree algorithm, we denote (1)
In order to determine a fast algorithm for the best segmentation, we make use of the right-hand side of (1) being an additive sum of independent terms corresponding to the segments in M . This suggests using the standard approach of DP, which involves computing a set of recursively-de ned cost functions. Indeed, if we de ne J k as the minimum Lagrangian cost associated with the best segmentation k for coding subsignal 0; kL ? 1], i.e., J k = for k 2 f1; 2; :::; Mg, where J t;k is the minimum Lagrangian cost (including side information) associated with the best WP frequency decomposition for segment tL; kL ? 1] . Note that the side information contains all the overhead for conveying both the frequency and spatial tree maps. Fig.   9 depicts the above recursive de nition of J k .
Note that our aim is to nd the optimal segmentation M for the signal, but once the minimum Lagrangian costs J k 's are found for k 2 f1; 2; :::; Mg, we are only one step away from our goal. Actually, if we use the minimizing argument of (2) in the process of nding the optimal J k 's to and maintain a record of b(k) during the computation of (2), then it is straightforward to recover the best segmentation M through the backtracking relationship t i = b(t i+1 ), starting from the end of the signal. Here t i is the integer with t i L being the beginning point of the ith segment of M . 
Side information to send the exible segmentation tree
We now address the problem of side information. In all the algorithms covered in Section 2, we did not explicitly mention the cost of sending the side information, namely, the tree-structure itself. For two-dimensional applications like image coding, it can be shown that the side information needed to transmit the time (or space)-frequency tree is equal to 1+4 1 +4 2 + +4 d?1 = 1
In order to take into account the side information in our current DP-based exible segmentation framework, we separate the spatial tree maps from the frequency tree maps. One bit is assigned for each L length segment for sending the spatial tree maps, so M bits are needed as spatial side information. This corresponds to the worst case when we assume that segmentation occurs at each integer multiples of L with equal probability. In practice, a better estimation of this spatial side information can be obtained by run length coding or arithmetic coding.
We incorporate the frequency side information for sending the frequency tree maps into the single tree pruning process. One bit of frequency tree information is added at each node of the single tree over all segments iL; jL ? 1], where i 2 f0; 1; :::; M ? 1g; j 2 fi + 1; :::; Mg. In this way, the single tree algorithm automatically decides the best WP tree for each segment with the frequency side information being taken into account, trading o side information and the rate in sending quantized coe cients.
Comparisons of the di erent algorithms
The fast DP-based exible tree segmentation algorithm presented in the previous section is a new technique for applications using time-varying wavelet packets. It represents original contribution to this topic. Early results of this work appeared in 23]. The exible tree segmentation algorithm improves the double tree algorithm in 14], which only allows tree-structured binary time segmentation. The TF tree algorithm described in 19] extends the double tree algorithm with added choice of applying time segmentation in the frequency domain. Both the double tree and the TF tree are subject to the binary (or M-ary in general) tree-structured time segmentation constraint, which we release in the exible tree. A simpli ed version of the TF tree algorithm for the special case of block transforms is in 20]
Number of bases searched
For a one-dimensional signal of length N, when a two-channel lter bank is used, it can be easily shown that the number of WP bases (pruned subtrees) S(N) searched by the single tree algorithm is given by the recursion: S(N) = S(N=2)] 2 + 1, with S(2) = 2. This is easily shown as follows.
Any binary tree (except a tree with depth 0) can be considered having trees of depth one less than the original tree as its high and low branches. If the number of bases in each branch is given by S(N=2), the total number of basis for the original tree is S(N) = S(N=2)] 2 + 1.
In the double tree algorithm, for the sake of simplicity in the analysis, we assume that Haar lters ( The number of bases searched by di erent algorithms for a signal of size N is tabulated in Table 1 
Computational complexity
As stated in Section 2, for a one-dimensional signal of length N (assumed to be a power of 2), and a maximum tree depth d, the computational complexities of the single tree algorithm, the double tree algorithm and the TF tree algorithm are O(Nd), O(Nd 2 ), and O(N2 d ), respectively. The computational complexity of the above exible segmentation tree algorithm lies mainly in step 1 in the population of the Lagrangian costs J i;j , which requires running the single tree algorithm once for an ML long segment (the original signal), twice for two (M ? 1)L long segments, thrice for three (M ? 2)L long segments, etc. Thus we have the following proposition concerning the computational complexity of this algorithm.
Proposition 2: For a one-dimensional signal of length N, and a maximum number of segments M (N = ML), suppose that the maximum single tree depth is d for each segment, then the computational complexity of the exible segmentation tree algorithm is O(NM 2 d).
Proof: See Appendix 2. We want to point out that the above computational complexity can be further reduced in real implementation by exploiting the redundancies between the wavelet coe cients of the segmented signal and those of the unsegmented signal 29]. All that is needed is to update the wavelet coe cients at segmentation boundaries. Unfortunately, no close-form formula can be derived for this case, which requires complicated bookkeeping.
For comparison with the single tree algorithm and the double tree algorithm 14, 13, 19], we list the computational complexity of each algorithm in Table 2. single tree double tree TF tree exible tree 
Sensitivity to time-shifts: an example
To demonstrate the reduced time-shift sensitivity of our proposed exible segmentation tree algorithm in comparison to the double tree algorithm, we choose as our input signal a D 2 wavelet basis function derived from a wavelet tree of depth 3 as in 14]. The support of the basis signal is 22. When it is positioned \in-phase" (starting at t = 8 k + 2), the double tree algorithm, which degenerates to the the single tree algorithm for this input, gives the correct depth 3 frequency split with one nonzero WP coe cient. Fig. 11 (a) shows the input signal with the wavelet basis placed from t = 314 to t = 335 (in-phase), while Fig. 11 (b) depicts how this basis function is localized in its tiling diagram. When we shift the signal in Fig. 11 (a) by 60 samples, the tiling diagram obtained by the double tree algorithm is given in Fig. 11 (c) , which clearly illustrates that the tiling diagram given by the double tree algorithm is not shift-invariant. By using the new exible segmentation tree algorithm, however, we can alleviate, although not completely eliminate, the problem of sensitivity to time-shifts. When the time-shift is a multiple of segmentation resolution L, the new algorithm is able to segment the signal and give the tiling diagram that is shift-invariant (see the tiling diagram in Fig. 11 (d) for the basis signal shifted by 60 (= 10L)).
A segmentation example
Synthetic signal: A sinusoid plus triangular impulses Fig. 12 (a) shows a synthetic signal consisting of a sinusoid (from t=1 to t=384) and two triangular impulses: one (dashed line) from t=597 to t=603, another one (solid line) from t=672 to t=678. Note that the peak of the rst triangular impulse is located at a possible segmentation point (t=600), while the second one can be ideally tted into one segment. This signal is designed to further test the sensitivity of segmentation with respect to time shifts. The best WP decomposition tree associated with the whole signal is also plotted in Fig. 12 (a) . Fig. 12 (b) and (c) show the optimal segmentation results using the double tree algorithm and the exible segmentation tree algorithm with a scalar quantization stepsize of 0.1 ( ne quantization) and = 0. We choose = 0 because rate is not the major concern in signal segmentation applications. As seen from Fig. 12  (b) , the double tree algorithm correctly splits the signal into two half, but is not able to locate the impulse. The exible segmentation tree algorithm, however, not only separates the sinusoid from the rest of the signal, but also nds the impulses. A closer examination of Fig. 12 (c) reveals that the exible segmentation tree algorithm perfectly locates the second triangular impulse, while there is some segmentation artifacts for the rst triangular impulse. A better segmentation point should be at t=606, the algorithm instead decides to put it at t=618. This example shows that segmentation artifacts do exist for our algorithm when the the time shift is not a multiple of L.
Nevertheless it is capable of segmenting out both triangular impulses in the signal.
Compression examples 1. First order autoregressive signal:
To show the advantage of the exible segmentation tree algorithm over the double tree algorithm, in this experiment, we use a a sequence of samples generated from an autoregressive (AR) 1st-order Markov source with time-varying autocorrelation and noise power. The source for the rst quarter of the sequence has variance=100.0, and autocorrelation coe cient =0.1, the one for the second and third quarter has variance=100.0, and =0.9, while the one for the fourth quarter has variance=1.0, and =0.1. Fig. 13 (a) shows this signal with it best WP tree (quantization stepsize of 10.0, = 5:0), with Fig. 13 (b) and (c) showing the segmentation results of the double tree algorithm and the exible segmentation tree algorithm. From Fig. 13 (b) and (c), we can see that, while the exible segmentation tree algorithm gives the correct segments, the double tree algorithm fails to give any splits, i.e., it degenerates to the single tree algorithm. This is because of the constraint that spatial segmentation in the double tree algorithm has to be tree-structured.
2. Speech signal: Experiments were also performed on a speech signal with quantization stepsize=10.0 and = 1:0, with results shown in Fig. 14 (a)-(c) for the single tree algorithm, the double tree algorithm and the exible segmentation tree algorithm, respectively. As seen from Fig. 14 (b) and (c), the best segmentations from the double tree algorithm and the exible segmentation tree algorithm can be quite di erent. Table 3 : Comparison of rate and distortion. The unit for rst order entropy (FOE) and coding rate is bits/sample. To show the improved coding gain achievable by the exible segmentation tree algorithm over the single tree and double tree algorithms, a comparison of rate and distortion (MSE) is depicted in Table 3 . In our experiments, we use rst order entropy as an approximation to the rate in the segmentation algorithms. A decodable bitstream is also generated by compressing the quantized transform coe cients of each segment using an arithmetic coder that is based on 30] . Note that in the adaptive wavelet packets case, the total rate consists of the rate of encoding the WP coe cients, together with the overhead information needed to send the frequency WP trees and the spatial segmentation. From both FOE and the real coding rate, we see that the exible segmentation tree algorithm performs the best, achieving about 10% bitrate saving at comparable or lower distortion.
Conclusion and discussions
In this paper, we have formulated a linear tree-structured signal expansion scheme optimized within the framework of time-varying lter banks. A fast DP-based exible time segmentation algorithm is described which jointly nds the optimal time and frequency segmentations of a nonstationary signal. Compared to other WP tree algorithms, the new algorithm is more exible and less sensitive to time shifts, it also has its superiority in terms of better matching the time-frequency characteristics of the input signal for compression applications. Experimental results verify its superior performances.
Although this paper addresses new applications of time-varying wavelet packets, open problems still remain. One is the optimal segmentation resolution L, which is obviously limited by the lter length. Computationally, as L decreases, more segmentation points need to be checked, thus the algorithm becomes more complex. Another topic for future research is the extension of the DPbased segmentation algorithm presented in this paper from 1-D to higher dimensions. In particular, it will be an interesting and challenging research project to build an optimal segmentation-based wavelet packet image coder.
Appendix 1: A Proof of Proposition 1:
Suppose N = 2K is the signal length (N has to be even), then we can relate F(N) and the number of bases for its shorter subsignals by the \convolution sum"
where ST(jL) is the number of new single tree bases for a subsignal of length jL, which is also the number of single trees having at least one branch going to depth log(jL). We assume that it is impossible to have a full frequency split when the signal length jL is not a power of two, i.e., ST(jL) = 0, when jL 6 = 2 i for some i. Then,
ST ( 
